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Built to take the call.  

INDEPENDENCE MISSOURI AERIAl
The Independence, Missouri Fire Department turned to Toyne when the need for 
a 75’ Side Mount Aerial/Quint arose. Equipped with a Spartan Metro Star chassis, 
Toyne Exclusive bolted stainless steel body, Hale Qmax-XS 2,000 GPM pump and 
Foam Pro 2001 Class A foam system, this Toyne Aerial is built to take the call.

MURfREESbORO tENNESSEE AERIAl
When the Murfreesboro, Tennessee Fire Department needed two identical 
Aerials, Toyne delivered. Each 75’ Rear Mount Aerial/Quint is equipped with a 
Spartan Metro Star chassis, and was stall-built to include Toyne Tailored Storage 
compartments customized to meet the rigorous demands of the job.



Built to take the call.   ·   800 648 3358   ·   toyne.com
  Born and bred in the heartland of our great country, Toyne is pRoudLy 100% AmERIcAn ownEd and operated. We use only the best material to create our Toyne Tailored 
Apparatus, and are proud to assemble trucks in the town where our company was founded over 70 years ago. Red, white and blue, Toyne stands for quality through and through.

ToynE EXcLuSIVES
When you call on Toyne to build your truck, you call on an entire team of professionals dedicated to precisely executing your 
vision. There is no such thing as mass production, no such thing as assembly lines. Your name is on the first sheet of metal 
and we build as we go, piece by piece, to your exact specifications. When it comes to your Toyne Aerial, no request is too 
difficult and no task is out of reach.

mAXImum pump AccESS
We build your Toyne Aerial to perform, 
and when routine maintenance is needed, 
we know that time is a commodity. 
The precision engineering of the 

pump compartment provides the best 
maintenance access in the industry, getting 

you in, out and ready to take the next call.

ouTRIGGERS
When protecting the lives of others, the 

safety of your men and women begins with 
an apparatus built on a solid foundation. In 
the midst of the chaos, you can trust Toyne 

Aerial “H” style outriggers to keep things 
stable on the ground while your crew 

ascends to the fire. With a Toyne Apparatus, 
your outriggers come with an intuitively 

designed, and conveniently located control 
panel that will have your Aerial quickly 

stabilized and ready to go above and beyond.

LEd RunG LIGhTS
Every Toyne Aerial ladder comes 
equipped with LED lights to illuminate 
the climbing area, providing you with a 
higher degree of safety even in low light 
conditions. Complete with an advanced 
communications system between the 

ladder tip and the turntable operator, 
your Toyne Aerial will keep your crew safe 

every step of the way.

mAX SToRAGE
Toyne Aerials are not one-size-fits-all. 

Every department’s needs are unique 
and because each Aerial is stall-built, we 
can customize your storage options with 
full-depth compartments, adjustable 
shelving and hinged boards. Toyne 
Tailored Storage maximizes space and 
keeps you prepared for anything, with the 
tools you need, right where you need them.

ToynE AERIAL
A step above the rest, our all-steel constructed Aerials provide flexibility and ensure safety in every situation. 

Each truck comes equipped with the exact size and style of ladder your department calls for, built with 

premium materials and engineered for maximum performance. With a 500 lb tip load rating on 75’ and 103’ 

Aerials, a 1,000 lb payload rating on 100’ platforms, and multiple waterway monitor options, you’ll always 

have the support you need to tackle any job. 

Whether you need to reach a roof or want high hose support, our Aerials provide a solid foundation allowing for 

flexibility and quick reaction, and are backed by one of the strongest warranty packages in the industry. Regardless 

of the situation, a -5 to 75 degree angle of elevation, coupled with a 1,000 GPM elevated master stream rating on 

75’ and 103’ Aerials and 1,500 GPM on 100’ platforms ensure your Toyne Aerials are built to take the call. 

Built to be tough.
Built to be trusted.
Built to take the call.

   FRonT BumpER pRE 
connEcT & InTAKE

Confidence comes from the reassurance 
that when lives are on the line, the features 

you need are accessible at a moment’s 
notice. Toyne front bumper pre connect and 

front intakes provide quick access to supply 
line hook ups, keeping your pump panel clear 

of unnecessary hoses and allowing you to 
quickly get in position to tackle the toughest jobs.

  SLIdE ouT STEp
With the versatility to be stored 

when not needed, the Toyne Tailored 
Slide Out Step provides quick access 

to storage above the pump panel and 
allows pump operators to safely control 

the task at hand. With lives on the line, 
this platform leaves nothing out of reach 

and ensures that you are one step ahead 
when you arrive on scene.

  ToRQuE BoX SToRAGE 
Toyne’s custom storage options 

provide the ideal solution for ladders 
and pike poles. Utilizing the torque box 

tunnel through the rear of the body, 
ladders and pike poles are efficiently 

stored and protected from the elements. 
This setup preserves the life of your equipment 

while allowing for easy access when 
needed on the call.


